
Promoting Dual Education and Training in the Philippines

The K to 12 PLUS project is an initiative of 
the German Federal Ministry of Economic 
Cooperation and Development to support the 
K to 12 educational reform in the Philippines. The 

German-Philippine Chamber of Commerce and Industry 
(GPCCI), alongside public and private partners, introduces 
elements of dual training to the Technical-Vocational-
Livelihood Track of Senior High Schools wherein training 
is conducted in two places: the school and the company. 
The K to 12 PLUS project pilots an 800-hour industry 
immersion to ensure students get the practical training 
needed to be work-ready after graduation.

Being a student under the K to 12 PLUS project, Jasmin 
spends 800-immersion hours honing her skills in the 
metal workshop of Rollmaster Machinery—a big leap 
in comparison to the 80 to 320 immersion hours of 
her Senior High School peers. She enjoys the feeling of 
having something to work with, of acquiring skills she 
knows she will use in the future.

“I felt as if it was such a long time,” says Jasmin, when 
asked about her first impressions of the project. “But now 
I feel like I learned a lot of things.”

In addition to getting the National Certificate III 
in machining, the highest level in metal-working 
technology accredited by the Technical Education and 
Skills Development Authority, Jasmin wants to go to 
college and eventually teach the same course to future 
generations of learners. Her role model in this case is her 
very own teacher, Mr. Ronald P. Ramos.

Jasmin Leyva

By the time I go to college,  
I will already be skilled, I will know 
more because of my industry 
immersion in 12th grade of Senior 
High School. I want to teach in college 
so that students can have a 
more skills-based education.
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